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Exploring User-Centered Intelligent Road Lighting Design: A Road Map and Future Research Directions
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Abstract — Traditional road lighting systems are outdated and should be replaced with systems which can sense their environment, i.e., users and their consumer electronics (CE) devices, and react intelligently. Realizing such a system requires an interdisciplinary approach which analyzes the efficient system architecture and communication technology while taking into account the user needs. To understand these necessities, subjective experiments should be conducted in a practical testbed, similar to ours. In this paper, we first present the state-of-the-art solutions in the literature. Then, we describe the system architecture of our testbed deployed on a real street along with the preliminary experiments. Finally, we discuss the open challenges and research directions on designing a future intelligent road lighting system.

Index Terms — Road lighting, system architecture, sensor networks, consumer electronics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing awareness for climate change and impending shortage of energy sources accelerate the urge for more efficient light sources and lighting systems. Since lighting accounts for around 20% of the world's total electricity consumption, a massive changeover to more efficient lighting can help mitigating anthropogenic climate changes, increasing energy prices and maintenance costs. On the other hand, the main purpose of lighting is to serve people and their demands. Therefore, lighting systems must consider contextual information such as user profiles, the number of users and their behaviors via sensory data and interaction with users' CE devices (e.g., mobile phones). Currently, it is technically feasible to realize such an adaptive and interactive system thanks to the latest developments in lighting technology.

The fast advent of solid state light (SSL) sources provides more capabilities in terms of controlling light in comparison to classical light sources, such as fluorescent and incandescent lamps. It is possible to control the spectral, spatial, temporal polarization and color properties of light using an SSL source [1]. Furthermore, the high efficiency of solid-state lighting provides several benefits, in terms of energy consumption, overall carbon footprint, cost per lumen and lifetime [2]. Recent studies show that the use of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in a road lighting system is beneficial in terms of not only energy-efficiency but also visual effectiveness [3], [4]. In view of the goals that different countries and regions have laid out, this calls for, and enables, a much faster pace of efficiency improvement than is currently achieved, and requires paradigm shifts in both technology and application. Thus, the full potential of SSL is only to be reached on the system level and not on the component level.

Currently, outdated road lighting systems, which are very inefficient in terms of cost and energy consumption, are widely deployed all around the world. In these systems, luminaries are controlled with timers and/or photocells without any remote control or information retrieval options. There is no knowledge of exact amount of energy spent by each luminary and possible power leaks. Administrators rely on citizens to report any light faults since there is no central control or monitoring facility. Additionally, existing systems do not support any type of real-time information exchange or interactive communication for adapting to the changes in their surroundings. However, such a system requires not only the necessary communication infrastructure but also specific sensors to understand those changes.

Intelligent outdoor lighting solutions of the future must overcome these issues by utilizing a combination of SSL sources and suitable communication technologies. The main goals of such a system include reduction in the energy costs, greenhouse gas emissions, and installation and maintenance costs on the one hand, while retaining efficiency, reliability, user needs, public safety and scalability (in the number of poles) on the other. The system is said to be intelligent since light dimming commands are to be executed automatically based on the contextual information extracted from sensory data. The solution can be fully automated where an intelligent system reacts to changes using several sensors and actuators. Besides, the system can also be interactive where users interact with the system using CE devices, such as their mobile phones.

However, for such a system to work properly, the system architecture, the communication technologies and protocols chosen must support the requirements that arise from user scenarios and use cases. Furthermore, possible energy scavenging techniques and additional services must be investigated to maximize efficiency. Recently, various efforts have been made to design intelligent road lighting systems [5], [6]. In particular, realizing a road lighting testbed is of crucial importance to perform various subjective experiments, which has not been done in any of the aforementioned efforts.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the state-of-the-art road lighting solutions. In Section III, we describe the technical details of our road lighting testbed installation, which allows us to carry out user tests on a university campus street. Our aim is to investigate the relation between road lighting and safety feelings of pedestrians, where different brightness levels are compared [7]. In Section IV, we present a road map for an intelligent road lighting system while posing the open research directions and questions on this front. Finally, in Section V, we draw our conclusions.

II. THE STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEMS

Recent press releases and reports demonstrate commercially available products on software-controlled road lighting front. All these systems follow a centralized architecture with a central terminal, a number of local branch nodes and a large number of actuators. Central terminal sends commands to actuators on each luminary post and also monitors the status of the system. Local branch nodes are responsible for sending commands received from the central terminal to actuators and for transmitting the feedback information from actuators to the central terminal. A general overview is as shown in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. General overview for the state-of-the-art road lighting systems.](image)

Although the selected communication technology differs among these products, their common feature is that they include one long distance and one short distance transmission. One example [8] uses GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) technology for communication between the central server and the branch nodes, which are connected to luminaries by an RF (radio frequency) communication protocol. Another product uses WiMAC (Wireless Media and Control) protocol for communication between the actuators and the local nodes while the system utilizes a web-based central management system [8]. The system in [9] includes ZigBee modules for linking the luminary controllers to a local hub where these hubs communicate with the central server using cellular and internet connection. In [10], a cost-effective solution for monitoring, controlling and managing road lighting is presented, where power-line communications is used for information exchange between the luminaire controllers and the central controller. The networking technologies used by these systems are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Architecture</th>
<th>Communication between actuators &amp; local/central node</th>
<th>Communication between central node &amp; server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proprietary RF</td>
<td>GPRS</td>
<td>Cellular &amp; Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proprietary RF</td>
<td>Power-line communications</td>
<td>Wide Area Network/Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZigBee</td>
<td>Power-line communications</td>
<td>Ethernet/Internet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One important observation is that, almost all of the commercial products aim to decrease the energy consumption of the overall system by adjusting the brightness levels while ignoring user satisfaction and user interaction.

III. OUR TESTBED

We establish a software-controlled road lighting testbed in order to perform experiments that can help us to identify user requirements and the possible future challenges on this front. Apart from being an optimal or efficient solution to the intelligent road lighting problem, we build a cost-effective and functional testbed in order to conduct necessary experiments. We focus on the relationship between the users’ feeling of safety at night and the brightness patterns of the luminaries. Here, we present the technical details of our testbed.

A. Problem Description

Consider pedestrians walking on a road, where there are a number of evenly spaced luminary poles. Assuming an average pedestrian walking speed of 1.25 m/s and a separation of 25 m between every two adjacent luminary poles, it takes 20 seconds for a pedestrian to walk from one pole to the next.

An intelligent road lighting system must adjust the brightness level of each luminary in this interval of 20 seconds based on the position and direction of the pedestrian subject. This means that light brightness adjustment commands need to propagate to all poles involved in less than 20 seconds. As a worst case scenario, assume the system needs to adjust 10 poles simultaneously and turn each luminary from a fully off state to a 100% on state.

However, a luminary turning from fully off to fully on state in a single step does not look natural to a pedestrian user. In order to improve user satisfaction, switching between any two states must be smooth, i.e. using a number of consecutive intermediate states. Assuming a fine quantization with step sizes of 10% brightness, it requires 10 messages per pole to do this switching. Therefore, the system needs to support successful transmissions of 100 messages in 20 seconds in the worst case scenario, such that an area of 125 meters in both forward and backward directions can be dynamically lit within the specified time interval.

B. System Architecture

Following the above analysis, we can state that the use of power-line communications (PLC) for sending commands to the luminary poles is feasible. The bandwidth of power-line is theoretically limited to a maximum of 8 messages/sec [11]. Due to the transmission errors and packet losses, power-line operates at an average throughput of 5 messages/sec in practice, which is sufficient even for the worst case scenario...
described previously. Using PLC also reduces installation costs significantly, since no additional wiring is required for establishing the infrastructure.

We build the testbed with a control PC, a segment controller (SC), 10 outdoor luminaire controllers (OLCs), i.e., 1 per luminary, and 10 luminaries. The SC and the OLC communicate through power-line wires while the control PC connects to the SC via Ethernet. The PC graphical user interface (GUI) is used for monitoring and sending commands to the SC and for collecting and analyzing the feedback data received from the SC. The system architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The technical details of a similar system model using PLC is also described in [11] and references therein.

Fig. 2. System architecture diagram (deployment view)

Each luminary used in the testbed includes 84 LEDs with a total power consumption of 106 W and light output of 8820 lm at 100% brightness. Using a simple setup, we measure the voltage characteristics of the LED luminary in a dark room where all the effects of the interfering lights are excluded. Figure 3 presents the relationship between the illuminance value of the luminary and the voltage supplied by the OLC. As expected, illuminance (in lux) increases linearly with the supplied voltage after a certain voltage threshold.

Fig. 3. Lux versus voltage graph for the CitySoul LED luminary.

The SC is responsible for monitoring and controlling the OLCs. Among the various functionalities of the SC, such as scheduling, alarming and logging, we use only the two basic parameters required to control the luminary brightness levels. These parameters are ‘state’ and ‘value’. The former is a boolean variable that defines the on-off state of the luminary while the latter is an integer value in the range 0-100, defining the brightness percentage of the luminary. The brightness of each luminary is adjusted by the OLCs, where a voltage value between 1-10V is set according to the requested brightness value as shown in Figure 3.

In our testbed, we use an OPC - Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) for Process Control – client/server application pair for the communication between the SC and the PC in the control room. OPC is a widely accepted plug-and-play software application, which provides an open standard for interoperability [12]. One can access the SC using a web-based GUI via HTTP, or using software with a GUI as in Figure 4, which shows a snapshot of our GUI. This program includes an OPC client and allows a human operator to switch between different scenarios effectively. The brightness levels can be read from a file or the operator can select a brightness pattern from predetermined scenarios. It is possible to set the starting time, running time and step size for dimming up and down.

Fig. 4. GUI used in the tested for road lighting experiments.

IV. RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND DIRECTIONS

In this section, we summarize the challenges and the possibilities for future road lighting systems regarding user experience, system design, energy scavenging and additional services.

A. User Experience

An intelligent road lighting system must go beyond simply illuminating people and their vicinity. Feeling of safety is a very important performance indicator. Studies [13], [14] show that improved road lighting reduces crime and fear during the night hours. Therefore, the relationship between the lighting patterns and the feeling of comfort and safety at night from a user perspective should be investigated. For this purpose, we conducted a series of experiments using our testbed.

The experiments are conducted on De Zaale street on the Eindhoven University of Technology campus where 10 luminaries are approximately evenly spaced (25 m distance between adjacent poles). The LED luminaries have been installed using a metal fork along with the traditional HID luminaries. A close-up photo of the LED luminaries and a view from De Zaale are shown in Figure 5.
interfering light sources are turned off via the PC GUI. Before each experiment, interfering luminary poles in the surrounding degrade the reliability of the questionnaire. In order to avoid external light interference, we installed additional OLCs to each interfering luminary pole, and connected them to a second SC. The red star in the center shows the initial position of the subjects who rated different scenarios according to the perceived safety [7]. After some initial experiments, we observed that the interfering luminary poles in the surrounding degrade the reliability of the questionnaire. In order to avoid external light interference, we installed additional OLCs to each interfering luminary pole, and connected them to a second SC. Before each experiment, interfering light sources are turned off via the PC GUI.

The schematic of the experiment is given in Figure 6. The small circles and squares denote the positions of the LED luminaries used in our experiments and the interfering traditional luminary poles, respectively. The red star in the center shows the initial position of the subjects who rated different scenarios according to the perceived safety [7]. After some initial experiments, we observed that the interfering luminary poles in the surrounding degrade the reliability of the questionnaire. In order to avoid external light interference, we installed additional OLCs to each interfering luminary pole, and connected them to a second SC. Before each experiment, interfering light sources are turned off via the PC GUI.

In the experiments, all the possible combinations of three different scenarios for both left and right sides of the street are compared: flat (all luminaries at 40% dimming), increasing/decreasing (with 20% step sizes) [7]. In the first series of experiments, i.e. the static pedestrian scenario, subjects rated the questionnaire by standing on the initial location shown by the star in Figure 6. In the second series, dynamic pedestrian scenario, same brightness level combinations are implemented according to the position of the walking pedestrian by illuminating a total of five poles, the nearest pole and two poles in both forward and backward directions. The results of the static scenario show that an increasing brightness pattern makes people feel safer while a triangular lighting pattern (the nearest pole has the maximum illumination and brightness decays away from the user) is the best rated one in the dynamic scenario.

Although we present results of our study for pedestrian case, other forms of mobility cases, such as cyclist and vehicular, should also be analyzed. The requirements for a cyclist or a car driver are different than the pedestrian user. For example, a car driver needs to have the maximum visibility of the road and the objects closer to the road instead of the safety feeling. In addition, weather conditions affect the vision of a car driver differently than a cyclist or a pedestrian. Thus, an intelligent road lighting system should be aware of the different classes of users and take into account the disparities among their needs. A set of recommendations are given in [15] for improved performance with respect to user satisfaction.

Besides switching between scenarios, road lighting can be interactive, e.g. users interacting with the system using their mobile phones. According to [16], decision mechanisms can be further improved in an interactive system. When the system is equipped with further sensing and actuation technology, it can respond to particular situations such as accidents, dangerous situations and changes in weather. Complex responses require a fully- or semi-distributed self-contained system since centralized control will no longer be feasible.

Traditional road lighting systems are thought to be the main cause of light pollution [17], which affects visibility of stars with naked eye (bad for causal viewers and astronomers) and disorients the life of various animals living in the vicinity [18]. Future road lighting systems can help diminish light pollution. A thorough analysis and methods to deal with light pollution caused by luminaries are presented [19].

B. System Architecture and Networking Technology

Assuming an actuator is installed on each lamp post, all the lamps in the system can be controlled independently. Then, the road lighting problem in hand includes both long and short distance communications. In all of the commercially available solutions and also the proposed solutions in the literature, there is one central terminal and several controllers. In general, the distance between the central terminal and the controllers is very large when compared to the distance between each controller and the actuators associated with controllers. For the long distance communication problem, it is common to use Ethernet, WiMaX, cellular communication (GPRS, 3G or others), while PLC, WiFi, ZigBee and other types of RF communication are typically used for short distances.

The choice of the system architecture, a centralized or semi-autonomously distributed fashion, is of crucial importance. A centralized architecture using power-line communications is very cost-efficient since it uses the already installed power cables as the communication medium. A SC, which receives commands from a host controller (e.g. a PC), acts as the gateway node and sends commands to the actuators in the system. However, PLC is very limited in terms of bandwidth and is prone to high signal attenuation and distortion [20]. The communication between the host and the SC can be Ethernet, WiFi, GPRS or 3G as long as the controller supports these standards. A communication method by GPRS domain name is suggested in [21]. Furthermore, a mechanism with CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) coding is introduced to increase the efficiency and the security of the system. Another approach is the use of master and slave electronic ballasts for receiving commands from the central terminal [22]. However, the maximum number of slaves that can be connected to one master...
node is not mentioned in this study. Another study [23] presents a prototype control terminal which consists of one CDMA and one ZigBee transceiver for long and short distance communication, respectively. In [24], use of ZigBee protocol is proposed where a total of 65,535 lamps can be connected to one controller. The communication between the host terminal and the controllers is done via GPRS. The information from GRPS and ZigBee networks can be exchanged with each other using an interface module. The module includes a microprocessor, in addition to GRPS and ZigBee transceivers.

For a semi-autonomous distributed network approach, we can treat the road lighting system as a wireless sensor actuator network and implement a loader which commissions several services to all the actuators via gateway nodes [25]. Although [26] presents a lightweight solution for smart spaces composed of low capacity nodes using ZigBee, a similar solution can be implemented for a road lighting system in order to provide interactivity and deal with the connectivity problems. The proposed open service architecture for sensors (OSAS) enables automatic discovery of components and monitoring services and resources at run-time. These properties dramatically ease the installation phase for a road lighting system since only one module, including at least an actuator and a transceiver, should be placed on each and every lamp post. In [27], ATmega128 chips are used on each pole and multi-hopping is supported. Here, an efficient routing protocol is required to adapt the changes in connectivity, such as broken links, in order to preserve the integrity of the network. To illustrate, [28] points out the problems in the routing mechanism of ZigBee in case of failures and proposes a new routing algorithm utilizing the GPS information since lamp posts have fixed position.

The types of sensors and sensory data, as well as the required post-processing for information extraction must be further explored for road lighting. Note that, without any processing of sensory data, communication can easily become a dominating factor in energy consumption. Thus, on-the-node processing, where a part of the collected sensory data is processed locally before transmission can minimize the overall energy consumption and reduce the network load. Besides, the communication protocols have to be energy-efficient while satisfying the required latency, robustness and bandwidth constraints. To illustrate, researchers work on analyzing the energy consumption in different modes of the ZigBee protocol and ways to minimize this usage [29], [30].

Last but not the least, the lighting system must be secure enough to prevent any type of intrusion. Although the security and reliability concerns in the use of wireless technologies are presented in [31], there is no work on building secure road lighting systems. However, [32] can be a good starting point in order to implement necessary security measures in a future road lighting systems.

C. Energy Scavenging

An intelligent road lighting system may utilize solar energy [33], wind energy [34], [35] or other forms of energy scavenging in order to further reduce the energy demands. A very recent study presents an optimized hybrid system design for road lighting [36]. In this work, authors described the cost optimization for a coupling of photovoltaic generator with fuel cell and battery.

D. Additional Services

The future road lighting systems should also provide additional services besides illuminating the streets and pathways. If equipped with necessary sensors, street poles can give information regarding weather conditions (humidity and temperature), road status (traffic intensity and maintenance operations) and failures. Additionally, they can provide information about the road surface condition [37], any type of degradations (on the road or the barriers) and physical objects on the roads, such as rocks, small car parts and wild animals that may cause an accident. Such additional services will not only reduce the time and effort spent for maintenance but also degrade the possibility of accidents and improve the reaction time in case of emergency situations.

V. CONCLUSION

Designing an intelligent road lighting system is a necessity because of the inefficiencies in the traditional systems. These old systems not only consume huge amounts of energy but also are incapable of reacting to the changes in their environment.

We built our own intelligent road lighting system to carry out user experiments on a real dynamic testbed and identify social and technical challenges. Therefore, it was not our main goal to optimize such a system and our specific design choices were mainly driven by ease of installation and cost efficiency. The speed of our testbed is limited by the PLC speed. The PLC infrastructure allowed us to do experiments at pedestrian speeds. However, as future work, we plan to use wireless inter-hop communication to facilitate user tests at vehicular speeds.

While building a software-controlled road lighting testbed, we have identified various research problems that must be addressed in detail and presented them in this paper. None of the commercial and noncommercial solutions that we have come across so far presents a dynamic intelligent road lighting system that takes user experience, and specifically the feeling of safety at night, into account. We investigated intelligent road lighting systems from user experience, technology, energy perspectives and proposed useful services that can be enjoyed using the same infrastructure.
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